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NTR - Netsuzou Trap is a dramatic tale of romance, lust, and betrayal, as two young woman explore

their growing feelings for one another. With stunning artwork and a romantic storyline that oozes

with erotic tension, NTR - Netsuzou Trap is a highly-anticipated title among yuri manga fans.Yuma

and Hotaru have been friends since childhood. It is only natural that when Yuma is nervous about

her new boyfriend, she asks Hotaru along with her boyfriend for a double date. But when Hotaru

offers herself to Yuma as Ã¢â‚¬Å“practice,Ã¢â‚¬Â• both girls realize that theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re more

interested in each other than they are in their own boyfriends.With boyfriends in the foreground but

a secret, passionate tryst in the background, will Yuma and Hotaru try to forget what happened

between them or have they fallen into a trap of true love and betrayal?
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KODAMA NAOKO is a Japanese manga creator best known for NTR - Netsuzou Trap.

Amazing Yuri manga so far there is a lot of sexual tension and heavy feels that made me feel bolth

happy and sad. This manga offers a good roller coaster of emotions. If you like Yuri check this

volume out as well as the first volume.

Love this manga so much



I thought NTR Netsuzou Trap got off to a good start and Volume 2 keeps things going. Yuma is

deeply confused. Is she simply going through the motions with her boyfriend Takeda? Takeda

seems like a nice guy but he also thinks they should spend time apart until Yuma works things out.

The poison in the mix is Hotaru's boyfriend Fujiwara. He suspects that there is something going on

between the girls and hints at this to Takeda. If that weren't enough, he tells Hotaru and Yuma that if

they are getting it on, he'd like a piece of the action. To top it all off, there is evidence that Fujiwara

has hit Hotaru. Volume 2 definitely draws readers in and creates sympathy for Yuma and Hotaru.

Yuma is a young woman torn apart and not sure what to make of her feelings for Takeda and

Hotaru. Hotaru is a cocky teenager convinced she can handle things even as readers will realize

she's probably in over her head. Fujiwara establishes himself as the villain of the story and he is

appropriately nasty. After the main story, there is a little bonus feature. Noako Kodama wrote in the

first volume that in her initial conception, Yuma and Hotaru were young housewives. This feature

gives us an idea of what that might have been like. NTR Netsuzou Trap is proving to be a

captivating drama.

In the first volume of this series, a teenage girl is being forced to have sex with her boyfriend. In

turn, she begins raping her best (female) friend.In the second volume, her own abuse escalates.

Now she is not only being raped, but also beaten by her boyfriend. Meanwhile, the female friend she

is forcing herself on tries desperately to keep her relationship with her own boyfriend intact. In the

end another boy takes pictures as her female friend is molesting her, then he asks if they can have

a threesome.This manga revolves around a sickening cycle of abuse, and not only will I not

continue reading the series, I'm returning the two volumes I purchased for a refund.

The Yuri is so good in this one almost as good as citrus

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â»ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â»ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â»ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â»

Wanted more romance between the girls. Not JUST foreplay. Also the end of vol 2 made me SICK.

Reading him say that made me extremely uncomfortable.
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